TESTIMONY OF
CONNECTICUT HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
SUBMITTED TO THE
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
Monday, March 6, 2017
SB 932, AN ACT ESTABLISHING A STATUTORY CAUSE OF ACTION
FOR INJURY TO PERSON OR PROPERTY BASED ON NEGLIGENT
INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
The Connecticut Hospital Association (CHA) appreciates this opportunity to submit testimony
concerning SB 932, An Act Establishing A Statutory Cause Of Action For Injury To Person
Or Property Based On Negligent Infliction Of Emotional Distress.
Before commenting on the bill, it’s important to point out that Connecticut hospitals provide
high quality care for everyone, regardless of ability to pay. Connecticut hospitals are finding
innovative solutions to integrate and coordinate care to better serve patients and
communities, as well as achieve health equity. These dynamic, complex organizations are
working to build a healthier Connecticut. That means building a healthy economy,
community, and healthcare system. By investing in the future of Connecticut's healthcare and
hospitals, rather than continuing to cut away at them, we will strengthen our economy, put
communities to work, and deliver affordable care that Connecticut families deserve.
SB 932 would create a statutory cause of action for negligent infliction of emotional distress.
CHA is not aware of any reasons that would make this bill necessary. The bill will conflict
with, and confuse, existing common law and case-made legal rights.
As the members of this Committee are aware, whenever common law rights are codified, the
process must be done with great care – and with full vision of all of the consequences – or
there is significant risk of interfering with claims and corresponding defenses. There are
several unanswered questions regarding SB 932. Would the bill empower claims against an
employer in instances in which, under current law, workers’ compensation is the correct
remedy? Would current case law elements and defenses still apply, or will the courts be
bound by the wording of the statute and be required to ignore other common law principles
and precedent? The bill also implies that a court awards damages, which makes it unclear if
these claims are appropriate for jury cases.
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Additionally, we are alarmed at the inclusion of attorneys’ fees as part of the damages for such
claims, which is a vast departure from the current law as well as from general negligence case
principles. While there are a handful of statutory claims that allow for the award of attorneys’
fees, they are not general negligence-type claims and almost exclusively include a higher mens
rea component, such as in the statutory private right of action under our CUTPA law.
For these reasons, we urge you to reject this bill.
Thank you for your consideration of our position. For additional information, contact CHA
Government Relations at (203) 294-7310.
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